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Frankenstein, by Mary Shelley

In A Nutshell
Frankenstein is the story of Victor Frankenstein, a brilliant Swiss scientist who discovers the

secret of bringing inanimate things to life, eventually creating a human-like monster which

proceeds to ruin his life. Most impressive is that Mary Shelley wrote this when she was

nineteen. We don’t know about you, but we certainly weren’t writing earth-shattering,

Halloween-costume-generating, horror-movie-spawning literature before we turned twenty.

The novel made an impact at the time because of the oh-so-recent Industrial Revolution

(1820s-ish). People were scared about these new "science" fields that were apparently capable

of ungodly horrors. Frankenstein, like any good, famous novel, remarks on the times and

reflects the emotions of society at large, namely their fears of science and technology.

Visit Shmoop for much more analysis:

• Frankenstein Themes

• Frankenstein Quotes

• Frankenstein Summary

• Also: literary devices, characters, trivia, audio, photos, links, and more

Big Picture Study Questions

1 Victor doesn ’t give his monster a name. What does this do for the story? What does it say

about us in society today that we think the monster ’s name is Frankenstein (besides the

fact that we are apparently ill-read)?
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2 How is science portrayed in Frankenstein? Consider that this book was written in the

midst of vast scientific advances and the advent of the Industrial Revolution.

3 How would this novel be different if the characters could let go of their need for revenge?

Visit Shmoop for many more Frankenstein Study Questions
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